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Why do we need data?Why do we need data?

To show To show evidenceevidence or support for an ideaor support for an idea

To track To track progressprogress over timeover time

Use data to Use data to enhanceenhance::
–– ReportingReporting
–– Grant writingGrant writing
–– PresentationsPresentations
–– ResearchResearch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think of data as a tool to describe life and health in your community, not just a dry set of numbers. The numbers tell a story and your job is to read and interpret that story.



Essential Public Health Essential Public Health 
ServicesServices

Monitor health status to identify Monitor health status to identify 
community health problemscommunity health problems

Source: Public Health Functions Steering Source: Public Health Functions Steering 
CommitteeCommittee



Accreditation StandardsAccreditation Standards

1.1.b   Reflect the demographic profile of the 1.1.b   Reflect the demographic profile of the 
populationpopulation

1.1.c    Describe socioeconomic, educational & 1.1.c    Describe socioeconomic, educational & 
environment factors that affect healthenvironment factors that affect health

1.1.d    Assemble/analyze secondary data to 1.1.d    Assemble/analyze secondary data to 
describe community health statusdescribe community health status

1.1.e   Collect/analyze primary data to describe 1.1.e   Collect/analyze primary data to describe 
community health statuscommunity health status

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activities that necessitate data analysis and interpretation are listed above. 1.1.c tells you the topic areas that you should include data on to meet accreditation standards. 1.1.d and e tell you the types of data you need to collect.



Accreditation StandardsAccreditation Standards

Community Health Assessments should Community Health Assessments should 
include: include: 

–– Socioeconomic factorsSocioeconomic factors
UnemploymentUnemployment
HousingHousing

–– Educational factorsEducational factors
Early interventionsEarly interventions
DropDrop--out ratesout rates
SAT scoresSAT scores

–– Environmental factorsEnvironmental factors
Air pollutionAir pollution
TobaccoTobacco
Childhood lead exposureChildhood lead exposure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many parts of the accreditation standards deal with data collection, analysis, and interpretation. In addition to collecting mortality, morbidity, and birth data (the typical health indicators), CHA should also include the above information about your community per 1.1.c.



Accreditation StandardsAccreditation Standards

1.1.f    Compile/analyze trend data to describe 1.1.f    Compile/analyze trend data to describe 
changes in community health status and changes in community health status and 
factors affecting healthfactors affecting health

1.1.g   Use scientific methods for collecting 1.1.g   Use scientific methods for collecting 
and analyzing dataand analyzing data

1.1.h   Identify population groups at risk1.1.h   Identify population groups at risk

1.1.j    Compare selected local data with data 1.1.j    Compare selected local data with data 
from other jurisdictionsfrom other jurisdictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These activities rely on your interpretation of the data.



Accreditation Standards Accreditation Standards 
cont.cont.

Analysis should includeAnalysis should include::

–– TrendsTrends

–– Comparison of local ratesComparison of local rates to:to:
State rates State rates 
Other countiesOther counties
Healthy NC 2020 objectivesHealthy NC 2020 objectives

–– Health priorities selection processHealth priorities selection process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll go over each of these in more detail during this presentation.



Types of DataTypes of Data

QuantitativeQuantitative
–– Based on counts and measurementsBased on counts and measurements

RatesRates
Disease eventsDisease events
Answers to closed questionsAnswers to closed questions

QualitativeQualitative
–– Based on information that can not be measuredBased on information that can not be measured

OpinionsOpinions
PerceptionsPerceptions
ObservationsObservations
Answers to open questionsAnswers to open questions



Sources of DataSources of Data

PrimaryPrimary
–– Collected Collected 

personally by personally by 
your CHA teamyour CHA team

SurveysSurveys
Listening Listening 
sessionssessions
InterviewsInterviews
ObservationsObservations

SecondarySecondary
–– Collected by Collected by 

someone elsesomeone else
BirthBirth
MortalityMortality
MorbidityMorbidity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some examples of local agencies/ organizations that might have data to give you are schools, hospitals, police/ sheriff departments, etc.




Resource Guide for CHAResource Guide for CHA



Descriptive StatisticsDescriptive Statistics

Measurement ScalesMeasurement Scales
–– Nominal scale (identified by name only)Nominal scale (identified by name only)

sex, marital statussex, marital status

–– Ordinal scale (identified by name and can be Ordinal scale (identified by name and can be 
ranked)ranked)

strongly agree strongly agree –– strongly disagreestrongly disagree

–– Interval scaleInterval scale
age groupsage groups

–– Ratio scale (distances can be determined and Ratio scale (distances can be determined and 
there is a meaningful zero point)there is a meaningful zero point)

population growth, death ratepopulation growth, death rate



Descriptive StatisticsDescriptive Statistics

CountCount
Comparison of VariablesComparison of Variables
–– PercentPercent
–– MeanMean
–– RateRate



CountCount

Actual number of health events
– Cases of a disease
– Deaths
– People with risk factor
– People with health behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When reporting counts, what other data is important?
-date range
-geographic area
-potential sub population



Example: CountExample: Count

http://www.epi.state.nc.us/epi/gcdc/flu1011.html



Additional Information to Additional Information to 
IncludeInclude

Include additional information onInclude additional information on
–– Time periodTime period
–– Geographic areaGeographic area
–– Potential subPotential sub--population (e.g. pregnant population (e.g. pregnant 

women, college campus)women, college campus)



PrevalencePrevalence

The proportion of people who have a The proportion of people who have a 
disease/ outcome at one point in timedisease/ outcome at one point in time
–– New cases + previously diagnosed New cases + previously diagnosed 

(living) cases(living) cases
–– Measures total disease burden on Measures total disease burden on 

populationpopulation

Usually measured in surveysUsually measured in surveys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prevalence is like a snapshot of the population with the disease at any given moment in time. Good for planning allocation of resources such as healthcare utilization. 



IncidenceIncidence

The rate at which new cases occur in a The rate at which new cases occur in a 
population population ““at riskat risk”” for getting the for getting the 
outcomeoutcome
–– Also Also ““incidence rateincidence rate”” or or ““incidence densityincidence density””
–– How rapidly is the disease occurring in the How rapidly is the disease occurring in the 

population?population?

Usually measured in disease registriesUsually measured in disease registries



Which to useWhich to use??

Chronic diseases are generally Chronic diseases are generally 
measured by prevalencemeasured by prevalence
Acute diseases are generally measured Acute diseases are generally measured 
by incidenceby incidence
Why might a prevalence rate increase Why might a prevalence rate increase 
when the incident rate for the same when the incident rate for the same 
condition is not increasing?condition is not increasing?
–– Individuals are living longerIndividuals are living longer



PercentPercent

Also known as proportionAlso known as proportion

How big of a portion of the population has How big of a portion of the population has 
the characteristic?the characteristic?

Example: Percent living below the poverty Example: Percent living below the poverty 
lineline



Mean (Average)Mean (Average)

Total of values       _  Total of values       _  
Number of observationsNumber of observations

ExamplesExamples
–– AgeAge
–– IncomeIncome
–– BMIBMI



Additional Information to Additional Information to 
IncludeInclude

Time periodTime period
Geographic areaGeographic area
Range of valuesRange of values

ExampleExample

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Office temperature example – average temperature is 72 range 70-74 is better than 60-84.



RatesRates

# of events/ unit population or time# of events/ unit population or time
–– Birth (Birth (natalitynatality) rate) rate
–– Death (mortality) rateDeath (mortality) rate
–– Infant mortality rateInfant mortality rate
–– Cause specific death rateCause specific death rate
–– Age specific death rateAge specific death rate



Crude RatesCrude Rates

Relative frequency with which some event occurs in Relative frequency with which some event occurs in 
a study populationa study population
Standard from such as a number per 100,000Standard from such as a number per 100,000
Simply the number of events divided by the Simply the number of events divided by the 
population at risk, often multiplied by some population at risk, often multiplied by some 
constant so that the result is not a fractionconstant so that the result is not a fraction
Used to study an absolute event, such as mortality Used to study an absolute event, such as mortality 
or pregnancyor pregnancy
May not give information needed for decision May not give information needed for decision 
makingmaking
May not represent accurately the health status of May not represent accurately the health status of 
populationspopulations
Do not permit clear comparisons among study Do not permit clear comparisons among study 
populationspopulations



2007 US Deaths2007 US Deaths

Crude RateCrude Rate AgeAge--AdjustedAdjusted

United StatesUnited States 8.08.0

AlaskaAlaska 5.15.1

FloridaFlorida 9.29.2

North CarolinaNorth Carolina 8.48.4



2007 US Deaths2007 US Deaths

Crude RateCrude Rate AgeAge--AdjustedAdjusted

United StatesUnited States 8.08.0 7.67.6

AlaskaAlaska 5.15.1 7.67.6

FloridaFlorida 9.29.2 6.76.7

North CarolinaNorth Carolina 8.48.4 8.38.3



Understanding AgeUnderstanding Age-- 
Adjusted RatesAdjusted Rates

AgeAge--adjustmentadjustment controls for differences in controls for differences in 
age distributions of populationsage distributions of populations
Important when comparing rates between 2 Important when comparing rates between 2 
populations with different age distributionspopulations with different age distributions
–– Rates for 2 different counties Rates for 2 different counties 
–– County  vs. state ratesCounty  vs. state rates
–– State  vs. national ratesState  vs. national rates

See See Statistical Primer 13 Statistical Primer 13 for further for further 
discussiondiscussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compared to crude/ actual rate which is the number of events/ population at risk. Usually used for death rates or disease incidence.




Statistical Primer 13Statistical Primer 13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revised to include definitions, highlight important equations, and key points to remember.



Cautions to consider with Cautions to consider with 
ratesrates

Confirm base population is the same Confirm base population is the same 
for comparisonsfor comparisons
Trends may be seasonable in natureTrends may be seasonable in nature
Rates based on small numbers are Rates based on small numbers are 
unstableunstable
Consider notable events that may Consider notable events that may 
impact the countyimpact the county



Small Numbers AheadSmall Numbers Ahead

Rates based on Rates based on small numbers small numbers (< 20 (< 20 
events) are unreliableevents) are unreliable
–– May look like a drastic change with only 1 added May look like a drastic change with only 1 added 

casecase
–– Always report the actual number of casesAlways report the actual number of cases
–– SolutionsSolutions: : 

Combine data from several years Combine data from several years 
Use regional instead of county dataUse regional instead of county data

–– See See Statistical Primer 12 Statistical Primer 12 for further for further 
discussiondiscussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ex: If have a rare cancer and have two cases when there is usually one, it looks like there has been a huge increase in the number of cases, but this could have happened due to chance.



Statistical Primer 12Statistical Primer 12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revised to be easier to read, includes tips, highlights important calculations, and has points to remember.



Data ReportingData Reporting



Data Overload: What to Data Overload: What to 
report?report?

It is It is NOTNOT necessary to report all of your necessary to report all of your 
data!data!

ReportReport::
–– Data for which an action plan can be writtenData for which an action plan can be written
–– Important comparisonsImportant comparisons
–– Areas of progressAreas of progress
–– Important health problems and risksImportant health problems and risks



So what is So what is ““importantimportant””??

Rough guidelineRough guideline= 15% or greater = 15% or greater 
difference between health indicatorsdifference between health indicators
Use the Use the 15% rule 15% rule to judge:to judge:
–– Comparisons between your county and peer or Comparisons between your county and peer or 

neighboring countiesneighboring counties
–– Comparisons between state and your countyComparisons between state and your county
–– Areas of great improvementAreas of great improvement
–– Problem areasProblem areas

See Excel spreadsheet for helpSee Excel spreadsheet for help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anything < 15% difference could have occurred by chance. Go over Excel spreadsheet after this slide.



What analyses should I What analyses should I 
focus on?focus on?

TrendsTrends
–– Report changes in your countyReport changes in your county’’s health s health 

indicators over timeindicators over time
–– Need data from several points in timeNeed data from several points in time

If annual rates, look at yearly trends over a 5 or 10 If annual rates, look at yearly trends over a 5 or 10 
year periodyear period
If 5 year rates, look at trends over longer periods of If 5 year rates, look at trends over longer periods of 
timetime

–– Look for improvement, decline, or steady stateLook for improvement, decline, or steady state
–– Easiest to illustrate using graphsEasiest to illustrate using graphs
–– If this is your 2If this is your 2ndnd CHA cycle, compare results CHA cycle, compare results 

from one CHA to the next!from one CHA to the next!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides general reporting of important health indicators, you will need to focus on trend analysis and comparisons for your CHA report. 




Percent ChangePercent Change

1.1. Determine the base statisticDetermine the base statistic
2.2. Subtract the base from the Subtract the base from the 

comparison valuecomparison value
3.3. Divide by the base valueDivide by the base value
4.4. Multiply by 100Multiply by 100
5.5. When reporting, clearly specify the When reporting, clearly specify the 

base valuebase value



What analyses should I What analyses should I 
focus on?focus on?

Comparison Comparison of local statistics to those of local statistics to those 
from:from:
–– Peer counties (as defined by NCPeer counties (as defined by NC--CATCH)CATCH)
–– Neighboring countiesNeighboring counties
–– State State 
–– HC 2010/2020 objectivesHC 2010/2020 objectives

Can report using tables or figuresCan report using tables or figures

See Excel spreadsheet for calculationsSee Excel spreadsheet for calculations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peer counties are defined in NC-CATCH  as another county that is similar to yours in terms of population range, age and racial distribution, and poverty level of residents. Go back to Excel spreadsheet and remind them that it shows how to do trend analyses as well as comparisons. 



Using Statistics in Your Using Statistics in Your 
ReportReport
1.1. Combine your primary and secondary dataCombine your primary and secondary data
2.2. Review all of your statistics and analysesReview all of your statistics and analyses
3.3. Decide how you will present these numbersDecide how you will present these numbers

–– TextText
–– Graphs/ chartsGraphs/ charts
–– TablesTables

4.4. Ask yourself: Ask yourself: ““What do these figures show?What do these figures show?””
5.5. Write  a Write  a ““stand alonestand alone”” explanation of each graph, explanation of each graph, 

chart or tablechart or table

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You do not need to keep the data that you collected separate from the secondary data, rather integrate them together into one report. Use survey data to back up trends in secondary data. Use listening session qualitative data to help you interpret and explain your qualitative data. Read over all of the numbers that you have chosen to report. Present them in a clear manner so that each figure could stand alone.



Data InterpretationData Interpretation

NEVERNEVER present numbers in any form present numbers in any form 
without giving some explanation!without giving some explanation!

1.1. Summarize findingsSummarize findings
2.2. Call attention to most important or Call attention to most important or 

interesting changes or problemsinteresting changes or problems
3.3. AlwaysAlways state your units state your units 

–– Ex: The birth rate for 2007 for our county was Ex: The birth rate for 2007 for our county was 
5.6 5.6 births per 100,000 populationbirths per 100,000 population..

4.4. Look at qualitative data for the story behind Look at qualitative data for the story behind 
the numbersthe numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Qualitative data can help you answer “Why? How? Where are these problems coming from? What is the solution? Does the community feel like this is big problem?”



Interpreting the Numbers: Interpreting the Numbers: 
Important QuestionsImportant Questions

What makes your community unique?What makes your community unique?
What do these numbers mean for my What do these numbers mean for my 
communitycommunity’’s health?s health?
How has my community changed lately?How has my community changed lately?
Do recent changes affect the health of Do recent changes affect the health of 
community members? The work of health community members? The work of health 
professionals?professionals?
What gaps in healthcare did you find, if What gaps in healthcare did you find, if 
any?any?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the end of every topical section in Phase 4, you will see questions to ask yourself. Here are examples of some important questions to think about to help you interpret the data.



Interpreting the Numbers: Interpreting the Numbers: 
Health ProblemsHealth Problems

What are my communityWhat are my community’’s major s major 
health risks and problems?health risks and problems?

What are major causes of death?What are major causes of death?
Why are these risks or rates so high (or Why are these risks or rates so high (or 
low)?low)?
Where did these problems come from? Where did these problems come from? 
How has the history of my communityHow has the history of my community’’s s 
development affected the health of its development affected the health of its 
members?members?



Interpreting the Numbers:Interpreting the Numbers: 
Notes on RaceNotes on Race

Race itself does not cause poor health Race itself does not cause poor health 
status!status!
Race is often a surrogate measure for:Race is often a surrogate measure for:
–– Socioeconomic factorsSocioeconomic factors
–– StressStress
–– Racism/ discriminationRacism/ discrimination

Why does SCHS only publish data for 2 Why does SCHS only publish data for 2 
groups: white and minority?groups: white and minority?
–– Small numbersSmall numbers
–– Census data collected only once a decadeCensus data collected only once a decade

Hispanic/Latino is an ethnic group, rather Hispanic/Latino is an ethnic group, rather 
than a racial groupthan a racial group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that Hispanic/ Latino is an ethnicity, not a racial group. Hispanics may be counted with either the white or minority populations so it is challenging to collect accurate data on this ethnic group.




Interpreting Community Interpreting Community 
Health Opinion Survey dataHealth Opinion Survey data

1.1. Report your methodsReport your methods
2.2. Use demographic data to describe Use demographic data to describe 

your sample populationyour sample population
3.3. Summarize important findingsSummarize important findings
4.4. Report how your sample population Report how your sample population 

compares to your target populationcompares to your target population
5.5. Hypothesize about what caused Hypothesize about what caused 

differencesdifferences



More on Interpreting More on Interpreting 
Survey DataSurvey Data

According to survey respondentsAccording to survey respondents::
–– What was the general opinion about the What was the general opinion about the 

quality of life in your community?quality of life in your community?
–– What areas seem to need work in your What areas seem to need work in your 

community?community?
–– What were the biggest health problems?What were the biggest health problems?
–– What are some of your communityWhat are some of your community’’s s 

assets?assets?



Reminders on Primary Reminders on Primary 
DataData

Misleading data is worse than no data!Misleading data is worse than no data!
–– If using a convenience sample, interpret If using a convenience sample, interpret 

the results with caution. Be sure to the results with caution. Be sure to 
describe the sampling method used.describe the sampling method used.

Small group discussion results should Small group discussion results should 
be described qualitatively, not be described qualitatively, not 
quantitatively. quantitatively. 



Organizing Your ResultsOrganizing Your Results

Most prevalent/ serious health problems Most prevalent/ serious health problems 
–– Based on concerns of community membersBased on concerns of community members
–– As evidenced by secondary dataAs evidenced by secondary data

Results of each instrument used to collect Results of each instrument used to collect 
data:data:
–– Survey dataSurvey data
–– Listening session/ focus group resultsListening session/ focus group results
–– NCNC--CATCH/ Community Health Data BooksCATCH/ Community Health Data Books

As supported by data: As supported by data: 
–– Informed beliefs/ opinions of CHA team Informed beliefs/ opinions of CHA team 

membersmembers
–– Healthy Carolinians GoalsHealthy Carolinians Goals



Putting It All Together: Putting It All Together: 
Worksheet 1Worksheet 1



Putting It All Together: Putting It All Together: 
Worksheet 2Worksheet 2



Putting It All TogetherPutting It All Together

Focus on issues that:Focus on issues that:
–– Affect a lot of peopleAffect a lot of people
–– Greatly impact the whole communityGreatly impact the whole community
–– Have a solutionHave a solution

Assess whether your community memberAssess whether your community member’’s s 
perceptions supported or conflicted with the perceptions supported or conflicted with the 
secondary datasecondary data
Assess the accuracy or relevance of the dataAssess the accuracy or relevance of the data
Cite your sourcesCite your sources



Special ThanksSpecial Thanks

Many of these slides have been Many of these slides have been 
borrowed and modified from borrowed and modified from 
presentations made by Kim presentations made by Kim AngelonAngelon--
GaetzGaetz, MSPH at previous Community , MSPH at previous Community 
Health Assessment Institutes.Health Assessment Institutes.



Discussion 1Discussion 1 
Why the unusual trend?Why the unusual trend?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The law requiring certificates from a regularly licensed physician stating that no evidence of venereal disease, tuberculosis in the infectious or communicable state, or mental incompetence was found in the applicants was repealed in 1994.



Discussion 2Discussion 2 
Percent ChangePercent Change

Infant Mortality North CarolinaInfant Mortality North Carolina
–– 2008: 8.2 per 1,000 live births2008: 8.2 per 1,000 live births
–– 2009: 7.9 per 1,000 live births2009: 7.9 per 1,000 live births

Infant Mortality County AInfant Mortality County A
–– 2008: 3.2 per 1,000 live births2008: 3.2 per 1,000 live births
–– 2009: 14.7 per 1,000 live births2009: 14.7 per 1,000 live births
–– Numerators were 1 and 4, respectively, Numerators were 1 and 4, respectively, 

so not appropriate to compareso not appropriate to compare



Discussion 3Discussion 3 
Residence vs. OccurrenceResidence vs. Occurrence

2009 Events2009 Events
–– 3794 births occurred in Pitt County3794 births occurred in Pitt County
–– 2018 deaths occurred in Pitt County2018 deaths occurred in Pitt County
–– 2 births occurred in Greene County2 births occurred in Greene County
–– 90 deaths occurred in Greene County90 deaths occurred in Greene County

–– Why might this not be the appropriate Why might this not be the appropriate 
numerator?numerator?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No hospital in Green County.
Always use residence counts for rates
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